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Abstract

Objective: We investigated event-related potential (ERP) correlates of developmental changes in spoken word recognition during early

school years. We focused on implicit processing of word onsets as this may change considerably due to vocabulary growth and reading

acquisition.

Methods: Subjects were pre-schoolers (5–6 years), beginning readers (7–8 years) and adults. Two experiments examined phonological

onset priming effects on ERP measures in an auditory lexical decision task. Primes were words (Expt. 1) or non-words (Expt. 2).

Results: ERPs elicited by words showed clear developmental changes in ERP latency and morphology, especially with regard to early

negativities like the N1. Prominent priming effects were an enhanced N400 amplitude due to alliterating word primes in beginning readers,

and typical phonological N400 reductions due to alliterating non-word primes in all groups. Priming further led to opposite early effects with

word primes (N1/N200 reduction) vs. non-word primes (P1/N1 enhancement) in all groups.

Conclusions: These changes in ERP morphology and priming effects suggest that the lexical system undergoes substantial restructuring at

the level of phonological processing and representation. In particular, our results indicate distinct processing of word onsets in beginning

readers, confirming that vocabulary growth and the acquisition of reading may critically contribute to the formation of a fully segmental

lexical system.

q 2003 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The recognition of spoken words requires mapping of a

continuous stream of speech sounds onto meaning-based

neural representations. As the auditory speech signal does

not consist of discrete units like words, syllables or

phonemes, specialized neural operations are needed to

derive meaning from this acoustic information.

The neural system subserving these operations develops

during early childhood. The acquisition of phonetic

contrasts and structural regularities of the native language

occurring during infancy forms the basis for word

segmentation in fluent speech and has been studied quite

extensively (for a review see Jusczyk, 1999). In contrast,

less is known about developmental changes in the

access and representation of lexical information, i.e. in

the transformation of words into meaning. In adults, these

aspects of lexical processing may rely on the analysis of

subtle phonetic details and capitalize on word-initial

information (Marslen-Wilson and Warren, 1994; McQueen

and Cutler, 2001). In children, words may be recognized in a

more holistic manner, both with respect to the detail of

phonetic/phonological representations and to the impor-

tance of position-specific information (Jusczyk, 1993;

Metsala and Walley, 1998). Initially, the acquisition of

novel words may be aided by the exploitation of salient

features throughout words (e.g. Walley, 1988). Then, during

vocabulary growth, the implementation of more fine-

grained, segmental representations is necessary to enable

the distinction of an increasing number of words with

overlapping acoustic properties (Jusczyk, 1993; Metsala and

Walley, 1998). Such a restructuring of lexical representation

may be organized around salient and robust word initial

information, and eventually leads to the fast and efficient

adult word recognition system (Jusczyk, 1993). This process
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may have a protracted developmental course and probably

extends over early school years. In particular, the formation

of fully specified phonological representations may criti-

cally depend on the acquisition of reading (Liberman, 1973;

Morais et al., 1986).

Here we investigate the neural correlates of these

developmental changes in lexical restructuring. We

measured event-related potentials (ERPs) during an audi-

tory lexical decision task in combination with phonological

onset priming in pre-schoolers (5–6 years), beginning

readers (7–8 years) and adults. Primes were words (Expt. 1)

and non-words (Expt. 2). This enabled us to compare ERP

correlates of onset priming due to word processing, which

requires both pre-lexical and lexical processing, and non-

word processing, which mainly requires pre-lexical proces-

sing. The influence of phonological priming on word onsets

was expected to change dependent on the subject’s level of

lexical restructuring. Our groups were thus selected to

represent 3 different levels of lexical organization, ranging

from a relatively unsegmented, holistic lexical organization

(pre-schoolers) to an automatized and completely seg-

mented lexical system (adults), with the beginning readers

representing an intermediate level of lexical organization,

with ongoing major developments in segmental restruc-

turing (e.g. Goswami et al., 2003).

Dependent on the level at which the primes exert their

influence, we may expect effects of phonological priming on

different ERP components which have been related to

phonetic/phonological processing in adults. One of these

ERP effects is a modulation of a late negative potential (e.g.

Praamstra et al., 1994; Rugg, 1984), comparable to the

semantic N400 effect originally reported by Kutas and

Hillyard (1980). The semantic N400 is elicited by visual and

auditory words presented in sentences, lists or pairs. Its

amplitude appears to reflect the extent to which a word is

semantically primed, i.e. a word which is semantically

expected elicits a reduced N400 (for a review see Kutas and

Van Petten, 1994). Similarly, phonological priming, i.e.

alliteration or rhyme, has been found to reduce the

amplitude of the N400 waveform (e.g. Grossi et al., 2001;

Praamstra et al., 1994; Radeau et al., 1998), sometimes

called N450 (Rugg, 1984). These phonological N400 effects

occur earlier for word onset (alliteration) than rhyme

priming, which suggests that they may be a useful index

of the temporal dynamics of spoken word processing

(Praamstra et al., 1994). Both semantic and phonological

N400 effects depend on the level of attention directed to the

stimuli and might belong to a broader category of

‘discordance negativities’ (Perrin and Garcia-Larrea,

2003). However, phonological N400 effects are less robust

than their semantic counterpart and are mainly reported in

experiments using active phonological tasks (Perrin and

Garcia-Larrea, 2003).

In studies using a variation of the semantic N400-

paradigm in which not only semantic, but also phonological

expectancy is systematically varied, unexpected word

onsets have been shown to modulate a separate negativity

at a latency of 200–300 ms, preceding the N400 (e.g.

Connolly and Phillips, 1994; Hagoort and Brown, 2000;

Van den Brink et al., 2001). Connolly and Phillips (1994),

for example, reported a negative potential (phonological

mismatch negativity, PMN) around 270 ms, elicited

whenever sentence final words had a phonologically

unexpected onset (e.g. ‘Don caught the ball with his

glove’), with a double effect, i.e. PMN and a semantic

N400, in case of a double violation, i.e. phonological and

semantic (e.g. ‘The dog chased the cat up the queen’).

Negativities like PMN have been interpreted to reflect the

phonological processing of word onsets and/or the initial

activation of lexical candidates. Other studies using the

same paradigm, failed to find a separate negativity

preceding the N400, but found a relation between proces-

sing of word onsets and onset latency of the semantic N400

effect (e.g. Helenius et al., 2002; Van Petten et al., 1999).

Psycholinguistic experiments in adults suggest that

word-initial speech input may activate multiple word

candidates already on the basis of the first 100–150 ms of

a word, or 1–2 phonetic segments (Marslen-Wilson, 1987).

Furthermore, ERP and magneto-encephalographic (MEG)

studies deploying the mismatch negativity (MMN) as a

measure of the automatic comparison of phonemic con-

trasts, suggest that at 150–200 ms after speech onset, native

vs. nonnative phonetic contrasts are already processed

differently (Näätänen et al., 1997; Winkler et al., 1999) and

phonological categories may have been accessed (Phillips

et al., 2000; Vihla et al., 2000). The neural sources

underlying the MMN effect may partly overlap with those

of the auditory N1 (Näätänen and Picton, 1987). Whereas

the MMN is assumed to reflect an automatic change

detection response elicited by any discriminable change in

a repeated sound, the auditory N1 reflects an ubiquitous

response to any sound onset in healthy adults (Näätänen and

Picton, 1987). The N1 has been associated with processing

in non-primary auditory cortex and may selectively respond

to the phonetic structure of speech sounds (Ackermann et al.,

1999; Eggermont and Ponton, 2002; Eulitz et al., 1995;

Kuriki and Murase, 1989; Tiitinen et al., 1999). Further-

more, recent studies suggested that neural processes

underlying the N1 may contribute significantly to the

processing of word onsets during the perception of

continuous speech (Sanders and Neville, 2003a,b; Sanders

et al., 2002). Thus, in our experiments, the N1 may be a

good candidate to look for effects of early acoustic/phonetic

processing of word onsets during the recognition of

spoken words.

During development, the time window(s) influenced by

task manipulations involving word onset processing may

also change. Little is known about the ERP elicited by

spoken words in young children and about its comparability

to the adult ERP. Thus, ERP studies on spoken word

recognition in children are essential to understand the

morphology of the ERP signal and how it may reflect
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the development of underlying lexical organization and

retrieval (Jusczyk, 1993; Metsala and Walley, 1998). To our

knowledge there are no previous reports of such develop-

mental ERP data. However, ERP/MEG studies on proces-

sing of clicks, tones and consonant-vowel stimuli provide

important information regarding developmental changes in

general, and with respect to speech specific auditory

processing. These studies revealed that the morphology of

ERPs and corresponding magnetic fields changes substan-

tially until the late teens (e.g. Bruneau et al., 1997;

Ceponiene et al., 1998, 2002; Csepe, 1995; Kraus et al.,

1993; Paetau et al., 1995; Pang and Taylor, 2000; Ponton

et al., 2000; Shafer et al., 2000; Sharma et al., 1997;

Takeshita et al., 2002). Whereas the auditory ERP in adults

is consistently characterized by a P1-N1-P2 complex,

results are less clear in children. The auditory ERP which

is most robustly observed in children is a biphasic positive-

negative complex (e.g. Ceponiene et al., 2002; Takeshita

et al., 2002). The early positivity typically occurs with a

latency of about 100 ms and has been consistently related to

the adult P1 (e.g. Sharma et al., 1997). The subsequent

negativity has a more variable latency which centers around

200–250 ms, and has often been called N2 or N250

(Ceponiene et al., 2002; Takeshita et al., 2002). Several

reports have suggested that this N2 observed in children

does not correspond to the component referred to as the N1

in adults (Csepe, 1995; Shafer et al., 2000; Takeshita et al.,

2002). The childhood N2 possibly relates to the adult N2

and its prominent amplitude in childhood may reflect

auditory sensory processing until the efficient adult cortical

networks are established (Takeshita et al., 2002). Overall,

the component structure of the auditory ERP in children,

and especially the presence of an N1, may depend on

stimulus content, e.g. tone frequency (Csepe, 1995) and

inter stimulus intervals (ISIs) (Bruneau et al., 1997;

Ceponiene et al., 1998, 2002; Paetau et al., 1995).

Determination of the maturational course of the N1 and its

recording possibilities, are further complicated by the fact

that this component consists of several subcomponents,

each with its own dependence on stimulus parameters, state

of the subject and developmental course (see Bruneau and

Gomot, 1998; Bruneau et al., 1997; Pang and Taylor, 2000;

Ponton et al., 2000). Whereas these studies provide useful

information on the complex pattern of developmental

changes in ERPs in response to meaningless auditory

(speech) stimuli, it is less clear what changes to expect in

ERPs elicited to words during an auditory lexical decision

task as used in the present study.

In summary, based on the review of ERP studies in

adults, we expect that several components may be

influenced by phonological onset priming. First, priming

effects related to acoustic/phonetic processing of word

onsets may modulate the N1. Second, priming effects on

subsequent phonological processing, may modulate a PMN-

like negativity. And third, in case priming has an effect on a

phonological/lexical level, we expect priming effects in

the N400 window. Based on cognitive models of lexical

development (Jusczyk, 1993; Metsala and Walley, 1998)

and previous developmental ERP studies, we expect

changes in the level of segmental restructuring to be

reflected in the size and nature of phonological priming

effects. Furthermore, we expect additional group differ-

ences, independent of priming, in ERP latency and

morphology, especially with regard to the early negativities.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirty-five subjects (16 pre-schoolers, 10 beginning

readers and 9 adults) participated in Expt. 1 and 26 subjects

(9 pre-schoolers, 10 beginning readers and 7 adults) in Expt.

2. In Expt. 1, data of 27 subjects were included in the

analysis, including 11 pre-schoolers (5 female; mean age:

6.2 ^ 0.41 years), 8 beginning readers (6 female; mean age:

7.9 ^ 0.41) and 8 adults (6 female; mean age: 24.5 ^ 3.3).

In Expt. 2, data of 23 subjects were included in the analysis,

including 8 pre-schoolers (4 female; mean age: 6.1 ^ 0.43),

8 beginning readers (6 female; mean age: 7.9 ^ 0.38) and

7 adults (5 female; mean age: 24.7 ^ 3.5). In total, data of

6 pre-schoolers, 4 beginning readers, and 1 adult were

discarded, due to excessive movement artifacts, and/or an

incidental technical problem. Of each age group, 7 subjects

participated in both experiments.

Adults were paid for participation and children were

given a present. Informed consent was obtained from all the

adult subjects and parents of children, according to the

approval by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of

Psychology at the University of Maastricht. All subjects

were right-handed native Dutch speakers with normal

hearing. Handedness was assessed with Annett’s Handed-

ness Questionnaire (Annett, 1979). All adult subjects and

parents of children reported the absence of any history of

hearing loss. Children were given standardized language

tests (see Table 1); including a passive vocabulary test

(Bleichrodt et al., 1984), a word completion test (Van Bon,

1982), a phoneme deletion test1 (unpublished test, Regional

Institute of Dyslexia, Maastricht), and two reading tests,

word reading (Brus and Voeten, 1999) and non-word

reading (Van den Bos et al., 1999). Pre-schoolers were only

selected for participation in case they were not yet able to

read or write. All pre-schoolers scored within normal limits

on the vocabulary and word completion tests, but scored

1 Children heard simple one-syllable words via headphones and were

asked to repeat these words with the omission of one phoneme, of which the

sound was given. Phonemes to be deleted occurred at variable word

positions and deletion always resulted in another existing word. All but 3

items required the deletion of a consonant in a consonant cluster (e.g. Brood

(bread)). The items which preschoolers performed correctly were most of

the time among the 3 items in which the critical consonant was followed by

a vowel (i.e. Meisje (girl)).
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very low or were not able at all to perform the phoneme

deletion test. The latter result agrees with the finding that in

all languages studied so far, children typically perform close

to floor in tasks measuring phoneme awareness prior to

learning to read (Liberman, 1973; Morais et al., 1986). All

beginning readers included in the analysis scored within the

normal range on the performed language tests.

2.2. Materials

Stimuli were mono-morphemic bisyllabic Dutch words

and non-words, all with a consonant onset. Non-words were

created from words by changing one or two phonemes

according to Dutch phonotactic rules. Words were selected

using estimates of age of acquisition (AOA) rather than

adult frequency ratings. The choice of this selection

criterion was indicated by a recent study in which AOA

was shown to be a more sensitive measure of lexical

familiarity – than either word frequency or neighborhood

density – for making developmental comparisons of spoken

word recognition in children (Garlock et al., 2001). Our

AOA criterion was 6 years or earlier. Estimates of AOA

were based on two published ratings: (1) vocabulary

estimates of 6-year-olds (Schaerlaekens et al., 1999),

(2) AOA of Dutch words (Ghyselinck et al., 2000), and

a subsequent student/parent familiarity rating of the

selected words.

The stimuli were spoken by a female native Dutch

speaker and recorded on a DAT recorder at a sampling rate

of 44.01 kHz. Word onsets and offsets were determined

using a speech waveform editor. The digitized stimuli were

D/A converted with an 8 bit resolution, bandpass filtered

(30 Hz to 10.6 kHz) and re-sampled at 22.05 kHz. The mean

acoustical duration of word primes was 596 ms (range:

413–819), non-word primes 619 ms (range: 409–796),

alliterating word targets 576 ms (range: 387 – 789),

unrelated word targets 603 ms (range: 464–760) alliterating

non-word targets 626 ms (range: 433–864), and unrelated

non-word targets 592 ms (range: 353–786). Statistical

comparison of prime or target lengths only showed

significant differences between unrelated and related non-

word targets (P , 0:025).

2.3. Design

In both experiments, we used an auditory lexical decision

task in combination with phonological onset priming. In

Expt. 1 primes were words, in Expt. 2 primes were non-

words. Prime-target pairs were either phonologically

unrelated (unrelated), or shared the initial two phonemes

(alliterating) (see Fig. 1a,b). In both experiments, the same

set of targets was used: 116 words and 116 non-words.

Within each experiment, primes were presented twice, in

separate blocks, once in combination with an unrelated and

once with an alliterating word or non-word target. In this

way targets were never repeated within the same experi-

ment. Prime and target were never semantically related and

had the same syllable stress pattern.

2.4. Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in a sound-attenuating

and electrically shielded room. They were seated in a

comfortable chair in front of a computer monitor. Before the

experiment started, subjects performed a separate 5 min

block of practice trials with stimuli that did not occur in the

experiment. Stimuli were presented binaurally through

loudspeakers at 65 dB SPL. Each trial started with a

fixation cross which stayed on the screen until the end of the

trial. Subjects were instructed not to move their eyes and sit

quietly especially when the fixation cross was present. At a

variable interval (400–1000 ms) after appearance of the

fixation cross the prime was presented. Prime-target

stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 1 s. Maximum

response time was set at 3000 ms, the intertrial interval was

Table 1

Mean (SD) performance on language tests for pre-schoolers and beginning

readers

Pre-schoolers

(n ¼ 12)

Beginning

readers (n ¼ 9)

Age (years) 6.2 (0.4) 7.9 (0.4)

Passive vocabulary (C-scores,

norm beginning readers)

3.4 (1.4) 6.3 (1.8)

Passive vocabulary (C-scores,

norm pre-schoolers)

7.5 (1.6) –

Word completion (C-scores

max. norm 7 yrs)

5.6 (1.3) 4.6 (1.2)

Phoneme deletion

(% correct, total 28 items)

9.5% (16%) 95% (4%)

Word reading (C-scores) No reading 6.1 (1.1)

Non-word reading (C-scores) No reading 6.3 (1.2)
Fig. 1. Design and example stimuli of Expt. 1 (a) and Expt. 2 (b). Prime-

target pairs were either phonologically unrelated (unrelated) or shared the

initial two phonemes (alliterating).
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2000 ms. Subjects were told to ignore the primes, attend

carefully to the targets and press the right button in case of

real words and the left button in case of non-words. Both

speed and accuracy were encouraged. Cartoons of a blue

thumb up (near right button) and a red thumb down

(near left button) were used to prevent confusion of response

hands. Children were given a short break every 20 trials.

Both experiments consisted of 12 blocks, after the first

6 blocks there was a longer break. Between subjects, we

varied the order in which Expts. 1 and 2 were performed.

Within subjects, there was a break of at least 2 weeks (and

maximally 3 months) between the two experiments.

2.5. EEG recording and data analysis

EEG data were recorded from 29 electrodes (Inter-

national 10–20 system): FP1/2, F7/8, F3/4, Fz, FT8/7,

FC3/4, FCz, T3/4, C3/4, Cz, TP7/8, CP3/4, T5/6, P3/4, Pz,

O1/2, Oz. Blinks and vertical eye movements were

monitored with electrodes placed at the sub- and supra-

orbital ridge of the left eye. Lateral eye movements were

monitored by a bipolar montage using two electrodes placed

on the right and left external canthus. All electrode

impedance levels (EEG and EOG) were kept below 5 kV.

Electrophysiological signals were amplified with a bandpass

filter of 0.01–50 Hz and digitized at a rate of 250 Hz. EEG

signals were recorded with a left mastoid reference, and

were offline re-referenced to the average of the right and

left mastoid. Epochs of 1200 ms, 2200 to 1000 ms relative

to target onset, were created from the continuous EEG data.

Only trials with correct responses were analyzed. Data

were baseline corrected to a 100 ms pre-stimulus interval,

1–30 Hz bandpass filtered, and trials containing con-

spicuous artifacts were rejected (the averages of all subjects,

with the exception of one pre-reader, met our rejection

criterion of 30%, corresponding to the inclusion of at least

40 trials per condition). In Expt. 1, the mean number of the

accepted epochs in the grand averages for alliterating and

unrelated word and non-word targets were 45, 44, 47 and 48

in pre-schoolers, 52, 51, 51 and 52 in normal readers and 55,

56, 56 and 57 in adults. In Expt. 2, the mean number of the

accepted epochs were 48, 47, 50, and 49 in pre-schoolers,

52, 51, 52 and 51 in normal readers and 56, 56, 57 and 57 in

adults. Vertical eye-movements (i.e. blink artifacts) were

corrected (Semlitsch et al., 1986).

Statistical analysis of behavioral and ERP data were

performed using SPSS and Neuroscan software (Neuroscan

Labs, El Paso, TX). Mean reaction times (RT) and error

percentages were tested separately for word and non-word

targets using an analysis of variance for repeated measures

with Overlap (alliterating vs. unrelated) as within-subject,

and Group as between-subjects factor. Post hoc t tests

(least significance difference, LSD) were performed only

when main effects reached significance or two factors

interacted significantly.

Experimental ERP effects were assessed separately for

each subject group using mean amplitude values in the time

windows corresponding to prominent ERP components in

the group grand averages. For ERPs prior to the N400, time

windows were selected separately for each subject group by

computing individual peak scores and taking the minimum

and maximum latency values of these peak scores. In pre-

schoolers, the first prominent negative peak was labeled

N200, according to its mean latency (for a similar approach

see Shafer et al., 2000). In beginning readers the two early

negativities were labeled N1 and N2. Three consecutive

100 ms windows were selected to assess N400 effects (for

a similar approach see Perrin and Garcia-Larrea, 2003).

The resulting time windows were as follows, pre-schoolers:

P1, 90–120 ms; N200, 170–225 ms; beginning readers:

P1, 90–110 ms; N1, 120–170 ms; N2, 250–350 ms. The

3 consecutive N400 windows for all children were N400a:

450–550 ms; N400b: 550–650 ms; N400c: 650–750 ms.

For adults latencies were earlier: P1: 40–70 ms; N1:

105–140 ms; N400a: 300–400 ms; N400b: 400–500 ms;

N400c: 500–600 ms.

For further analysis, we selected electrodes in which the

ERP components are most frequently reported to occur, as

we did not investigate underlying sources or topographical

differences between groups. This selection was further

corroborated by visual inspection of our data (see Figs. 2–6).

Thus, as the early components are typically reported for

vertex, or fronto-central sites (e.g. Kraus et al., 1993;

Sharma et al., 1997; Takeshita et al., 2002), P1, N1, N200,

and N2 effects were tested on Fz, FCz and Cz. As previous

literature indicated a more posterior and lateralized

predominance for the phonological N400 effect (Rugg,

1984), Fz, Cz, Pz, T3 and T4 were included when testing

priming effects in the N400 time windows. For each subject

group, separate analyses of variance for repeated measures

were carried out on mean amplitudes for word and non-word

targets with Overlap (unrelated vs. alliterating) and

Electrode as within-subject variables. Because of large

group differences in component morphology and latencies

we did not perform an analyses with Group as between-

subjects factor. We only report results reaching significance

at P , 0:05 after Geisser-Greenhouse correction.

3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1: word primes

In the first experiment, subjects performed a lexical

decision task, responding to word/non-word targets which

were preceded by word primes. The word primes were either

unrelated or shared the initial two phonemes (i.e. alliterated)

with the targets (see Fig. 1a). In this experiment, onset priming

effects may result from pre-lexical and/or lexical processing,

as word primes involve both levels of processing.
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3.1.1. Behavioral measures

3.1.1.1. Error rates. All subjects performed the task

accurately with error rates below or around 10% (see

Table 2), indicating that even the youngest participants were

able to accurately perform our experimental task. For word

targets, there was a significant Group difference

(Fð2; 24Þ ¼ 8:6; P , 0:005) and a significant Overlap £

Group (F(2,24) ¼ 3.9; P , 0:05) interaction. As for

the overall Group effect, post hoc t tests indicated that

pre-schoolers made more errors than beginning readers

(P , 0:005) and adults (P , 0:005), but beginning readers

did not differ from adults (P ¼ 0:87). The Overlap £ Group

interaction was due to nonsignificant trends towards more

errors in case of alliterating word targets for pre-schoolers

and more errors in case of unrelated word targets for both

beginning readers and adults. The same analyses for non-

word targets did not yield any significant effect.

Fig. 2. Grand average ERP waveforms for word targets in Expt. 1 (word primes), for (a) pre-schoolers, (b) beginning readers, and (c) adults, for midline

(Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz), left (T3), and right (T4) hemisphere electrodes.
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3.1.1.2. Reaction times. RT analysis (see Table 2) yielded

significant main effects of Group for word (Fð2; 24Þ ¼ 10:8;

P ¼ 0:000) and non-word targets (Fð2; 24Þ ¼ 9:9;

P , 0:005). Post hoc t tests showed that RTs of pre-

schoolers and beginning readers did not differ significantly

for word (P ¼ 0:21), or non-word targets (P ¼ 0:56), but

both groups were significantly slower than adults for word

(P ¼ 0:000 and P ¼ 0:005) and non-word targets

(P ¼ 0:000 and P ¼ 0:005). There were no significant

effects of Overlap.

3.1.2. Developmental differences in ERP morphology,

amplitude and latency

ERP waveforms elicited by word targets are given in

Fig. 2. ERP morphology showed clear age differences

between groups (see also Fig. 6). Word targets elicited

a typical P1-N1-P2-N400 pattern in adults, with a biphasic

N400 over fronto-central electrodes. Beginning readers

showed a comparable ERP morphology, but also an

additional negativity at a latency around 300 ms present at

fronto-central electrodes, which we will refer to as N2.

Fig. 3. Grand average ERP waveforms for non-word targets in Expt. 1 (word primes), for (a) pre-schoolers, (b) beginning readers, and (c) adults, for midline

(Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz), left (T3), and right (T4) hemisphere electrodes.
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Pre-schoolers showed a biphasic positive-negative complex,

which we will refer to as P1-N200, and a subsequent N400. In

addition to these morphological differences, visual inspec-

tion of the data revealed longer latencies for corresponding

ERP components in children vs. adults, i.e. P1, and N400,

and in beginning readers vs. adults, i.e. N1. Furthermore, P1

amplitude was larger in children than in adults.

3.1.3. Phonological priming effects: word targets

Adults (Fig. 2c) showed a phonological priming effect on

the N1, i.e. alliterating word targets elicited a reduced N1

response as compared to unrelated word targets

(Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 11:0; P , 0:025). Adults did not show signifi-

cant effects of phonological priming on any of the other

ERP components.

Beginning readers (Fig. 2b) also showed phonological

priming on the N1. Like in adults, the N1 was smaller for

alliterating vs. unrelated word targets (Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 18:5;

P , 0:005). Additionally, beginning readers showed a

rather late priming effect in the N400c window, with an

increased N400 amplitude to alliterating word targets

(Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 13:3; P , 0:01).

Fig. 4. Grand average ERP waveforms for word targets in Expt. 2 (non-word primes), for (a) pre-schoolers, (b) beginning readers, and (c) adults, for midline

(Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz), left (T3), and right (T4) hemisphere electrodes.
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Pre-schoolers (Fig. 2a) showed a reduced N200 to

alliterating as compared to unrelated word targets. This

N200 reduction did not show a significant effect over the

3 central electrodes (Fð1; 10Þ ¼ 1:6; not significant), but

it was significant (P , 0:05) when tested at electrodes

Cz, and Pz where the effect was also most clearly visible

(see Fig. 2a). Pre-schoolers did not show significant

effects of phonological priming in any of the 3 N400

windows.

3.1.4. Phonological priming effects: non-word targets

ERP responses to non-word targets are given in Fig. 3. In all

subject groups, ERP morphology in response to non-word

targets was comparable to that elicited by word targets. Overall

the ERP signal to non-word targets showed a relatively large

variability. The phonological priming effect in the N400c

window as shown to word targets by beginning readers, was not

present with non-word targets, neither were the N1/N200 effects

as shown to word targets by all subject groups. The only

Fig. 5. Grand average ERP waveforms for non-word targets in Expt. 2 (non-word primes), for (a) pre-schoolers, (b) beginning readers, and (c) adults, for

midline (Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz), left (T3), and right (T4) hemisphere electrodes.
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significant phonological priming effect on ERPs to non-word

targets, was an enhanced N2 response due to alliteration in

beginning readers (Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 7:4; P , 0:05).

3.2. Experiment 2: non-word primes

In the second experiment, subjects performed the same

lexical decision task as in Expt. 1, but primes were

alliterating or unrelated non-words instead of words (see

Fig. 1b). In this experiment, onset priming effects were

expected to result from pre-lexical processing as non-word

primes do not have a lexical representation. Thus, if the late

enhanced N400c for beginning readers and the N1/N200

reductions to alliterating word targets in Expt. 1, in fact

reflect developmental differences in lexical organization,

they should not be replicated in Expt. 2. If these ERP

priming effects reflect phonological processing independent

of the lexical status of the primes, the ERP results of Expt. 2

are expected to replicate those of Expt. 1.

3.2.1. Behavioral measures

3.2.1.1. Error rates. All subjects performed the task

accurately with error rates below or around 10% (see

Table 3). Word targets showed significant main effects of

Overlap (Fð1; 20Þ ¼ 5:0; P , 0:05), and Group

(Fð2; 20Þ ¼ 6:1; P , 0:01). Post hoc t tests indicated that

error percentages of pre-schoolers were significantly higher

than those of beginning readers (P , 0:025) and adults

(P , 0:005). Beginning readers and adults did not differ

significantly (P ¼ 0:45). As can be seen in Table 3, the main

effect of Overlap was due to an overall, higher error

percentage for alliterating as compared to unrelated word

Fig. 6. Grand average ERP waveforms of word targets (collapsed over Expts. 1 and 2) for all 3 subject groups.

Table 2

Mean (SEM) of RTs in milliseconds and error percentages, for pre-schoolers, beginning readers and adults in Expt. 1

Mean RT % error

Preschoolers (n ¼ 11) Beginning readers (n ¼ 8) Adults (n ¼ 8)

Word targets

Alliterating 1494 (101) 12.5 (2.2) 1350 (113) 4.1 (0.5) 881 (57) 3.4 (0.8)

Unrelated 1502 (101) 9.1 (1.7) 1304 (105) 5.0 (1.1) 904 (67) 5.0 (0.7)

Overall 1497 (98) 10.8 (1.8) 1327 (109) 4.5 (0.6) 893 (62) 4.2 (0.6)

Non-word targets

Alliterating 1526 (101) 4.1 (1.4) 1441 (100) 2.8 (0.7) 980 (66) 3.0 (0.6)

Unrelated 1550 (99) 4.9 (1.4) 1467 (124) 4.1 (1.2) 960 (65) 3.0 (0.9)

Overall 1537 (98) 4.5 (1.4) 1454 (112) 3.4 (0.7) 970 (65) 3.0 (0.7)
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targets. The same analyses for non-word targets did not

yield any significant effect.

3.2.1.2. Reaction times. RT analysis (see Table 3) yielded

significant main effects of Group for word (Fð2; 20Þ ¼ 10:6;

P , 0:005) and non-word targets (Fð2; 20Þ ¼ 10:5;

P , 0:005). Post hoc t tests showed that RTs of pre-

schoolers and beginning readers did not differ significantly

for word (P ¼ 0:67), or non-word targets (P ¼ 0:35), but

both groups were significantly slower than adults for word

(P ¼ 0:000 and P , 0:005) and non-word targets

(P ¼ 0:000 and P , 0:005). Separate within-group analyses

did not show any significant RT effects for word or non-

word targets.

3.2.2. Developmental differences in ERP morphology,

amplitude and latency

ERP waveforms elicited by word targets are given in

Fig. 4. Word targets elicited the same ERP components and

showed the same group differences in ERP morphology and

latency as reported in Expt. 1.

3.2.3. Phonological priming effects: word targets

As for ERP effects of word onset priming, visual

inspection of the data (Fig. 4) indicated that neither the

enhanced N400c elicited by alliterating word targets in

beginning readers, nor the early N1/N200 reductions to word

targets as shown by all groups in Expt. 1, were replicated in

Expt. 2.

In adults (Fig. 4c), a comparison of the two overlap

conditions indicated a very early P1 amplitude difference.

The priming effect, a larger P1 to alliterating as compared to

unrelated word targets, was significant (Fð1; 6Þ ¼ 9:2;

P , 0:025). Later ERP components did not show any

significant effects.

In beginning readers (Fig. 4b), alliterating word targets

elicited a larger N1 than unrelated word targets

(Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 12:9; P , 0:01). Beginning readers did not

show onset priming effects on the P1. Although the

N400b window indicated some amplitude reduction to

alliterating word targets, this effect did not reach

significance.

Pre-schoolers (Fig. 4a), showed a larger P1 to alliterating

as compared to unrelated word targets (Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 9:2;

P , 0:025). Whereas in pre-schoolers this early priming

effect occurred as a P1 difference, its latency range was

similar to that of the N1 priming found for beginning

readers. Pre-schoolers also showed an effect of Overlap in

the N400b window (Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 8:3; P , 0:025): alliterating

word targets elicited a reduced negativity.

3.2.4. Phonological priming effects: non-word targets

ERP responses to non-word targets are given in Fig. 5.

Like in Expt. 1, ERP morphology in response to non-word

targets was comparable to the ERP elicited by word targets,

but showed considerably more variability. Phonological

priming did not lead to any significant effects in pre-

schoolers. Beginning readers showed both an enhanced N1

(Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 5:9; P , 0:05) and an enhanced N2 amplitude

(Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 7:1; P , 0:05) to alliterating as compared to

unrelated non-word targets. In the N400b window, both

beginning readers and adults showed a significantly reduced

amplitude to alliterating non-word targets (Fð1; 7Þ ¼ 8:9;

P , 0:025, and Fð1; 6Þ ¼ 14:5; P , 0:01).

4. Discussion

We studied the development of spoken word recognition

in early school years as reflected by phonological onset

priming effects on ERP responses to words and non-words

in an auditory lexical decision task. Our ERP recordings

presented age-dependent patterns of responses that provide

evidence for structural differences of ERPs in pre-schoolers,

beginning readers and adults (see Section 4.1). The most

prominent effects of phonological onset priming were an

enhanced N400c amplitude to alliterating word targets with

word primes in beginning readers, and typical phonological

N400 reductions with non-word primes in all groups. Onset

priming also influenced ERP components in earlier time

windows, with opposite effects for word (i.e. N1/N200

Table 3

Mean (SEM) of RTs in milliseconds and error percentages, for pre-schoolers, beginning readers and adults in Expt. 2

Mean RT % error

Preschoolers (n ¼ 8) Beginning readers (n ¼ 8) Adults (n ¼ 7)

Word targets

Alliterating 1461 (116) 10.1 (1.5) 1373 (133) 4.1 (1.1) 817 (22) 3.4 (0.5)

Unrelated 1401 (83) 6.5 (1.2) 1366 (137) 4.3 (1.5) 815 (18) 2.5 (1.4)

Overall 1431 (99) 8.3 (1.1) 1370 (135) 4.2 (1.3) 816 (19) 3.0 (0.9)

Non-word targets

Alliterating 1618 (120) 5.2 (1.1) 1447 (132) 3.2 (1.1) 901 (24) 1.7 (0.5)

Unrelated 1603 (137) 3.9 (2.3) 1471 (150) 3.0 (0.9) 873 (26) 1.4 (0.6)

Overall 1611 (127) 4.5 (1.6) 1459 (141) 3.1 (0.9) 887 (24) 1.6 (0.4)
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reduction) and non-word primes (i.e. P1/N1 enhancement)

in all groups. These electrophysiological modulations and

their age-(in)dependency seem to be related to maturational

levels of the subject’s lexical system (see Sections 4.2

and 4.3).

4.1. Developmental changes in ERP morphology,

amplitude and latency

Word and non-word targets elicited a P1-N1-P2-N400

pattern in adults, a P1-N1-P2-N2-N400 pattern in beginning

readers and a P1-N200-N400 pattern in pre-schoolers. These

patterns are consistent with previous developmental ERP

investigations, in which clicks, tones, and consonant-vowel

stimuli were used (e.g. Ceponiene et al., 2002; Csepe, 1995;

Kraus et al., 1993; Paetau et al., 1995; Ponton et al., 2000;

Shafer et al., 2000; Sharma et al., 1997; Takeshita et al.,

2002).

Our data bring additional support to the hypothesis that

the P1, as measured in children, represents a delayed

equivalent of the adult P1. The relatively large P1 amplitude

in children is also consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Kraus

et al., 1993; Sharma et al., 1997). The observed group

differences in the morphology of early negativities (see

Fig. 6) suggest that maturational ERP changes include not

only a general decrease in latency (as it is conventionally

assumed), but also additional and more complex structural

changes. On a more general level, our findings show that

caution is required when the adult ERP literature is used as a

reference for interpreting ERP components in children.

As for ERPs in beginning readers, morphology, latency,

as well as phonological priming effects suggest that their

first negativity reflects a delayed equivalent of the adult N1.

The presence of an N1 in 7/8 year old children with a

relatively short SOA of 1 s, may seem unexpected

considering previous studies (e.g. Bruneau et al., 1997;

Ceponiene et al., 1998, 2002). However, in contrast to these

previous studies in which subjects passively listened to

meaningless auditory (speech) stimuli, our subjects had to

actively perform lexical decisions on word and non-word

stimuli. As N1 amplitude has been found to increase with

attention level (Näätänen and Picton, 1987) and linguistic

relevance (Sanders and Neville, 2003a,b), the requirements

of our experimental task may have increased the likelihood

of recording the N1 in children. It is interesting to note that

these same factors did not lead to an obvious N1 in the 5–6-

year-olds (for a comparable finding in a comparison of 4- vs.

9-year-olds see Ceponiene et al., 2002).

The biphasic N1-N2 pattern in beginning readers may

represent an intermediate developmental stage between the

early negativities measured in pre-schoolers and adults. The

N200 as measured in pre-schoolers revealed some functional

similarity with the N1 recorded in both older subject groups

(e.g. amplitude reduction to alliterating word targets in

Expt. 1). But its long latency and broad peak would suggest

that it rather relates to the most consistently reported

negativity in children, the N2/N250 (Ceponiene et al., 2002;

Takeshita et al., 2002). As the N200 seems to share some

characteristics with the N1 and the child N2, one may

hypothesize that age group differences in the shape of these

early negativities reflect a continuous development of partly

overlapping neural sources involved in acoustic/phonetic

processing of speech.

4.2. ERP correlates of lexical restructuring: N400 effects

One of the main goals of the present study was to

investigate whether developmental changes in lexical

access and organization produce measurable ERP manifes-

tations. Importantly, our findings confirmed that the

maturational level of the lexical processing system of the

different groups is relevant for explaining the observed

patterns of ERP effects. In particular, we suggest that the

effects shown by beginning readers, and especially their late

N400c enhancement to alliterating word targets in Expt. 1,

may be related to the peculiarity of the maturational stage of

the lexical system in this age group (Jusczyk, 1993; Metsala

and Walley, 1998), i.e. it is undergoing substantial

segmental restructuring.

It is worth remarking that this group-specific N400c

effect was only present when word targets were preceded by

alliterating word primes. Moreover, this effect was opposite

to the typical phonological N400 effect, observed when

subjects attend to the phonological aspects of the task

(Grossi et al., 2001; Perrin and Garcia-Larrea, 2003;

Praamstra et al., 1994; Radeau et al., 1998; Rugg, 1984).

These considerations suggest that this N400c enhancement

does not reflect the typical processing of phonological

discordance. Rather, they indicate that, in beginning read-

ers, alliterating word primes increase rather than decrease

the neural processing required for word target recognition.

Furthermore, they suggest that this effect may occur at a

lexical level.

In beginning readers, as a result of both vocabulary

growth (Metsala and Walley, 1998) and acquisition of

reading (Goswami et al., 2003; Liberman, 1973; Morais

et al., 1986), the lexical system is undergoing substantial

segmental restructuring. This restructuring possibly

involves remarkable changes in the contribution of word

onset information to lexical processing. It is thus possible

that in beginning readers, compared to adults, lexical

operations are slower and sub-optimal and that, at the

prime-target SOA used in the present study, lexical

processing of the word target can be influenced by residual

processing of the word prime.

In adults, behavioral evidences suggest that, in con-

ditions which hamper word recognition (e.g. word identi-

fication in noise), alliterating word primes inhibit RTs to

word targets (Zwitserlood, 1994). Based on a cohort-model,

these effects are usually explained in terms of an increased

processing effort related to lexical competition during

lexical access and selection (Marslen-Wilson, 1987).
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A similar situation may be present in our experiment for

beginning readers, which would predict their effortful

lexical processing of alliterating word targets and conse-

quently, the functionally related N400c enhancement.

This interpretation also predicts longer RTs to alliterat-

ing word prime-word target pairs in beginning readers. In a

previous behavioral study with the same experimental

design, and partly the same subjects, we found such an

inhibition of RTs to be significant in the same age group

(Blomert and Bonte, 2002). Similarly, in the present study, a

trend toward the same effect was present but it did not reach

significance (see Table 2). The smaller size of the sample

and the overall increase in RTs of children performing the

task in the ERP recording setting may have compromised

the detection of the expected effect. Furthermore, it should

be considered that behavioral phonological priming effects

in lexical decision tasks are intrinsically small, as they tend

to be obscured by additional post-lexical strategic processes

associated with decision making (Chumbley and Balota,

1984). Our ERP results show that the N400, which reflects

primarily word-based processing (Kounios and Holcomb,

1992), might be a sensitive marker for these phonological

priming effects.

Under the same experimental conditions alliteration did

not elicit a similar N400 enhancement in adults and pre-

schoolers. In adults, this is presumably due to a fast and

automatized lexical processing of word primes. In pre-

schoolers, on the other hand, a more holistic lexical

system may process word onset information differently

(Walley, 1988).

In Expt. 2, effects of non word primes were expected to

result from pre-lexical phonological levels of processing. In

this experiment, alliterating non-word primes led to a

reduced negativity that seems to gradually disappear with

age, i.e. it is strong in pre-schoolers, weak in beginning

readers, and absent in adults (see Fig. 4). This develop-

mental change suggests that with age, late phonological/

lexical aspects of spoken word recognition become less

prone to pre-lexical effects of onset priming as elicited by

alliterating non-word primes. In the case of non-word

targets, beginning readers and adults showed a typical

phonological N400 effect (i.e. N400 reduction due to

alliteration). This confirms previous findings indicating

that the phonological N400 effect tends to be better

detectable when it is not occluded by concomitant and

effortful semantic processing of words (Perrin and Garcia-

Larrea, 2003). The lack of a similar effect in pre-schoolers is

likely due to this group’s large variability of the ERP signal

in the N400 time-window, probably reflecting the fact that

these children used a variety of different strategies to

process non-words.

4.3. Phonological priming in early time windows

In all subject groups, alliteration also modulated word

target ERPs prior to the N400, i.e. the P1 and/or N1/N200,

indicating that phonological priming started to exert its

effect already at the level of acoustic/phonetic processing.

These priming effects support recent ERP findings which

indicated that neural generators underlying the N1 may be

specifically involved in the processing of word onsets

(Sanders and Neville, 2003a,b). Furthermore, the opposite

priming effects in Expts. 1 and 2 may suggest that the

acoustic/phonetic processing of word onsets was differen-

tially affected by word vs. non-word primes. These opposite

priming effects dependent on the lexical status of the

primes, might imply that already at a very early stage,

processing of speech sounds does not only rely on acoustic

complexity but also depends on language experience or

expectancy (Liebenthal et al., 2003). However, because

similar effects were not present when targets were non-

words, these results should be interpreted with caution.

Further experiments, using e.g. identical target stimuli in a

cross-linguistic comparison between native and non-native

listeners are required to verify and confirm our current

interpretation.

Group differences in early priming effects may reflect

further developmental changes in word onset processing.

Again, several findings indicate relatively strong onset

priming effects for beginning readers as compared to both

other age groups. For example, unlike both other groups,

beginning readers showed an N1 enhancement to alliterat-

ing word as well as non-word targets in Expt. 2, and a

similarly enhanced N2 to alliterating non-word targets in

both experiments. These N1/N2 enhancements may reflect

comparable increases in neural response due to alliteration

when primes and/or targets consisted of non-word stimuli.

The N1 reduction to alliterating word targets in Expt. 1,

as shown by both beginning readers and adults, may indicate

similar early processing of word initial information. The

weak and delayed N200 reduction in pre-schoolers, suggests

relatively slow and possibly different processing of word

onsets. These findings may further corroborate the idea that

in pre-schoolers, word-initial information does not yet have

the same status in the process of word recognition, as

suggested for adults and older children (e.g. Walley, 1988).

5. Conclusion

Our data show that ERPs elicited by spoken words

undergo substantial changes during early school years, even

in a period as short as 2 years. Developmental changes in

ERP morphology and latency may reflect an increase in

speed and efficiency of neural processes necessary for word

recognition.

The distinct pattern of priming effects on ERPs in our age

groups support the view that the system subserving the

recognition of spoken words undergoes a substantial

restructuring of processing and representation of phonolo-

gical information. Most importantly, our ERP results

indicate distinct processing of word onsets in beginning
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readers, suggesting that vocabulary growth and the

acquisition of reading critically contribute to the formation

of a fully segmental lexical system that capitalizes on word-

initial phonological information.

In conclusion, our study indicates that phonological

priming in combination with ERP measurements provides a

useful framework for investigating developmental changes

in language comprehension. In future studies, the sensitivity

of distinct ERP components to the manipulation of

phonological information in this context may also help in

investigating phonological processing anomalies in

developmental language disorders such as developmental

dyslexia.
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